Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 11 May 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr B Vale
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 4 WEST ON HOLLY (11/5), WEST ON AUGIE (11/5)
Ineligible: Race 9 SAMURAI LI (10/5)
Transferred: Race 3 WEST ON BAMBOO (9/5)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23(1) - Race 11 AZZURRA QUE x 10 days (9.15am)
R24(1) - Race 12 JABBERING MELODY x 28 days (6.15pm)

SUSPENSIONS:
R69 - Race 2 SPANISH WHISPER x 3 months (All Tracks) x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 I'M YOUR MAN, Race 3 INCREDIBLE HERO, Race 8 PREMIUM SHARE, Race 9 BILL ABALONE

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening PETRIA MONELLI (Race 11) and MOTO DOLL (Race 11).

Race 1 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 7:15 PM
(380M): MONEY EARNER & WINLOCK CHOICE began quickly. WINLOCK TWISTY began slowly. WHAT A CRUISER, WEST ON PEBBLES & LILLY TUX collided soon after the start. MONEY EARNER & WINLOCK CHOICE collided on the first turn. WINLOCK TWISTY & LILLY TUX collided on the first turn. WHAT A CRUISER checked off the heels of LILLY TUX & collided with WEST ON PEBBLES on the first turn. WHAT A CRUISER & WEST ON PEBBLES collided several times in the back straight, both lost ground. BLUE DIABLO raced wide in the back straight.

Race 2 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 7:37 PM
(520M): IT'S A STORM & MAGIC MAMBA began quickly. SPANISH WHISPER & AWESOME GRIT began slowly. IT'S A STORM & MAGIC MAMBA collided soon after the start and on the first turn. MARRY ME MEL checked off the heels of SPANISH WHISPER on the first turn. AWESOME GRIT & MIKEY'S RANT collided on the first turn. AWESOME GRIT & MAGIC MAMBA collided in the back straight. AMELIA KEEPING & AWESOME GRIT collided on the third turn. SPANISH WHISPER, AWESOME GRIT & MAGIC MAMBA collided on the third turn. MARRY ME MEL checked off the heels of AWESOME GRIT approaching the home turn. SPANISH WHISPER veered out and marred AWESOME GRIT on the home turn. SPANISH WHISPER & AWESOME GRIT collided in the home straight.

Stewards inquired into a report that SPANISH WHISPER had marred on the home turn. Kennel Representative Mr Graham Crudeli acknowledged the report, subsequently SPANISH WHISPER has been suspended for three months at all tracks and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69.

Race 3 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist)/Provincial/600 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist) - 8:00 PM
(600M): INCREDIBLE HERO & HELLO I'M BUGSY began quickly. TANOAN CREEK began slowly. TANOAN CREEK, GARBRANDT & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided on the first turn. BLACK EUPHORIA checked off the heels of LITTLE GROVE on the first turn. GARBRANDT checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BUGSY on the first turn. TANOAN CREEK & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided on the first turn. GARBRANDT & BLACK EUPHORIA collided on the second turn, GARBRANDT stumbled and lost ground. GARBRANDT & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided at the catching pen. TANOAN CREEK & LITTLE GROVE collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that GARBRANDT had abrasions and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 4 - Free For All (s)/City/520 - Free For All (s) - 8:18 PM
Race 5 - Grade 5/City/520 - Grade 5 - 8:33 PM

(520M): PEAK MONELLI began quickly. CRASH BANDICOOT, ROCKSTAR BEAV, PAGANONI, LOCK ROD & FEELIN' ALRIGHT collided after the start. PEAK MONELLI crossed to the outside and collided with MJOLNIRS MIGHT soon after the start. CRASH BANDICOOT, FEELIN' ALRIGHT and MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided on the first turn. PAGANONI checked off the heels of MJOLNIRS MIGHT & collided with LOCK ROD on the first turn. ROCKSTAR BEAV & LOCK ROD collided on the first turn. LOCK ROD checked off the heels of MJOLNIRS MIGHT in the back straight. CRASH BANDICOOT & FEELIN' ALRIGHT collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FEELIN' ALRIGHT had abrasions and has been stood down for 0 days.

Race 6 - Free For All/City/600 - Free For All - 8:54 PM

(600M): VERNE ALLEN began quickly. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT & HECTON BALE began slowly. HECTON BALE & WISE RICCIARDO collided on the first turn. WEST ON HAWKEYE, REIDY'S RUNNER & WISE RICCIARDO collided on the first turn. WEST ON HAWKEYE & WISE RICCIARDO collided in the home straight the first time around. WEST ON HAWKEYE checked off the heels of HECTON BALE & collided with WISE RICCIARDO on the second turn. WEST ON HAWKEYE & WISE RICCIARDO collided at the catching pen.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:12 PM

(380M): QUICK FINANCE began slowly. QUICK FINANCE checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY soon after the start. CONSTANT RAMA, GO BRANDI, QUICK FINANCE & DEVINE TILLY collided on the first turn. GO BRANDI checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY & collided with QUICK FINANCE on the first turn. CONSTANT RAMA checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY & collided with GO BRANDI on the first turn. BUSHMAN'S VALLEY, SIMPLY SOPHIE, ZAFONIC FORCE & DEVINE TILLY collided on the first turn, ZAFONIC FORCE lost ground. BUSHMAN'S VALLEY checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY in the back straight. GO BRANDI shifted out and raced wide in the back straight. BUSHMAN'S VALLEY & ZAFONIC FORCE collided on the second turn. GO BRANDI checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S VALLEY on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that QUICK FINANCE had a spike wound and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/520 - Grade 5 - 9:27 PM

(520M): BUSH BANDICOOT, EXPLOSIVE SMITH & WISE ROSBERG began slowly. BUSH BANDICOOT checked off the heels of WEST ON JASMINE soon after the start. WEST ON JASMINE & EXPLOSIVE SMITH collided soon after the start. SUPER BLADE & BOOMERING collided approaching the first turn. OLLIE MACHINE & SUPER BLADE collided on the first turn. BOOMERING checked off the heels of WEST ON JASMINE and collided with EXPLOSIVE SMITH & WISE ROSBERG on the first turn. BUSH BANDICOOT & WISE ROSBERG collided in the home straight.

Race 9 - Maiden/Provincial/380 - Maiden - 9:47 PM

(380M): BILL ABALONE & SPRAY AND WIPE began quickly. SHIFTY ACE & NINJA LI began slowly. MISS CONDUCT jumped awkwardly at the start and began very slow. SHIFTY ACE & MIXED UP MOMENT collided soon after the start. BILL ABALONE checked off the heels of SPRAY AND WIPE on the first turn. MISS CONDUCT & UNO LOZZA collided on the second turn, UNO LOZZA lost ground. MIXED UP MOMENT & NINJA LI collided on the second turn. UNO LOZZA checked off the heels of MIXED UP MOMENT on the home turn. NINJA LI faded in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that NINJA LI had a Left Hindleg Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 10 - Mixed 4/5/City/715 - Mixed 4/5 - 10:02 PM
(715M): ALLEN MIKE began quickly. WEST ON TIA began slowly. SNALLYGASTER & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on
the first turn. DYNA ORENTHAL checked off the heels of ALLEN MIKE on the first turn. SNALLYGASTER & DYNA
ORENTHAL collided heavily on the second turn. SNALLYGASTER galloped on the heels of DYNA ORENTHAL on the
second turn. SNALLYGASTER checked off the heels of DYNA ORENTHAL on the second & fifth turn and in the home
straight.

Race 11 - Best 8 Wa Bred Cannings (Final)/City/520 - Grade 5 - 10:17 PM
(520M): JADE'S BLADE began quickly. MOTO DOLL began slowly. JADE'S BLADE crossed to the inside soon after the
start. SERG'S GIRL checked off the heels of JADE'S BLADE & collided with OWL PERFECT soon after the start.
SERG'S GIRL checked off the heels of OWL PERFECT on the first turn. OWL PERFECT checked off the heels of
JADE'S BLADE on the third turn.

Race 12 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 - Grade 5 - 10:37 PM
(380M): WHAT A CRAFTER began slowly. TOM GUNDI, HELLO I'M ROB & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided several times
soon after the start. DIAZ MONELLI, MAGIC BRANDI & STARTER UP collided on the first turn, MAGIC BRANDI lost
ground and collided with HELLO I'M ROB. TOM GUNDI & HELLO I'M BIGGIE on the first turn. HELLO I'M BIGGIE
checked off the heels of TOM GUNDI in the back straight. WHAT A CRAFTER raced wide in the back straight.
STARTER UP & TOM GUNDI collided on the second turn. DIAZ MONELLI shifted out and raced wide in the home
straight. TOM GUNDI raced wide in the home straight.

FINAL.